Abstract. We consider the question of the approximation of nonnegative functions by nonnegative splines of order k (degree < k) compared with approximation by that subclass of nonnegative splines of order k consisting of all those whose B-spline coefficients are nonnegative; while approximation by the former gives errors of order hk, the latter may yield only A2. These results are related to certain facts about quasi-interpolants.
Introduction.
In approximating or representing certain data by a spline function s subject to continuous inequality constraints such as s(x) ^ g(x) on [0, 1] for a given function g, the continuous constraints are often difficult to treat numerically. To avoid this problem, one might replace g by an accurate spline approximation s, and then enforce s èz st by enforcing the still stronger condition A¡(s) Sï A ¡(s,), where for any spline s we denote by A ¡is) the y'th coefficient in the representation of s as a linear combination of 5-splines; since each 5-spline is nonnegative, this condition is at least as strong as the condition s ^ s,. One is immediately forced to ask whether or not the approximation properties of the class of splines satisfying A,(s) è Ai(s") are as good as those for the class satisfying s ^ s". In this short note, we take the simple case of s, = g = 0 and demonstrate that much approximation power is lost by this computational simplification. As usual, the results can be extended to higher dimension via tensor products. We have been informed that these results and others, of both a theoretical and a computational nature, have been obtained independently by John Lewis and will eventually appear in his Ph.D. dissertation in computer science at Yale University.
2. A Constrained Approximation Problem. We shall consider the problem of approximating a given nonnegative function / on a closed and bounded interval [a, b] by splines of positive integer order k (degree < k); unbounded and open intervals can be treated similarly. Let ■*: = (x,-)o be a fc-extended partition of [a, b] , so that a = x0 < x, ^ x2 ^ • • • ^ Xjv-i < xN = b with no more than k consecutive x,'s coinciding, i.e., x, < xi+k. Let S"* denote the linear space of polynomial splines of order k on v, so that each s in S"* is a polynomial of degree less than k in each interval (x¡, xi+i) and s<r> is continuous at x¡ for all r < k -du where d( is the frequency with which the number x = x, appears among the x,'s. It should be noted that Fr,2, with the r,'s as chosen above, is just Schoenberg's variation diminishing approximation scheme (Schoenberg [6] ) studied in (Marsden [5] ) from which Proposition 2.8 could also be derived.
We now proceed to show that the result in Proposition 2.8 is essentially best possible; since this is clear for k = 2, we consider k > 1. Consider the function /(x) = x2 on the interval [-1, 1], and consider uniform partitions irn of width |irB| = h = 1/n for integers n. If k is even, we consider partitions ir" for which n is also even; for k odd, we consider only n odd.
We now provide details for the case in which k = 11 + 2 is even and n = 2m; the argument in the remaining case is similar. Let j = m -I -I and consider X, ,k(f) with r, = 0. Since /(r,) = /(1)(r,) = fM(r,) = 0 for r > 1 and /<2)(r,) = 2, we conclude from Eq. (2.3) that \,k(j) = (-l)i_3-2-^(*_3)(0). By simple induction, one finds that
It is known (de Boor [1] ) that there exists a constant Dk < °° and independent of tc such that |X,,i(s)| g Dt||s|U for all i and for all s in STk. Note that /(x) = x2 is in STk for k > 1. Let sv be any spline in ST* with nonnegative B-spline coefficients,
i.e., satisfying X¡,«(sp) ^ 0 for all /. Then
Therefore, \\sp -/||" ^ -Dk~1\m-i-1,K(f); using Eq. (2.9), we now see that Proposition (2.8) is essentially best possible. (2.10) Proposition. For /(x) = x2 on [-1, 1], ir the uniform partition of width l/m, andk = 11 + 2, etfery 5/?//ne sp /n STk with nonnegative B-spline coefficients satisfies \\sr -/||" ^ ZV"11*!*((/ + l)/6). Equivalently, the B-spline coefficients converge to a value off no faster than 0(|ir|2).
Since it is easy to approximate a nonnegative function / G WJ by nonnegative splines to within 0(|ir|°) simply by translating Fw ,af by 0(| «-1°), we see that approximation by splines with nonnegative 5-spline coefficients may lose much of the approximation power of splines. By arguing essentially as we did for fix) = x2, it is easy to show that for general nonnegative / G Wj the precise order of best approximation by elements of STk with nonnegative .B-spline coefficients is 0(|ir|*) plus the order of the most negative B-spline coefficient in FT,kf; as we saw for f(x) = x2, this total error can be as large as 0(|ir|2), but it is no larger.
